John deere fuel solenoid problems
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eliminates fuel shutoff knob; Electric solenoid shuts fuel supply off immediately when key is
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picture shows. Lapdock samsung dex. Located in the bottom of the carburetor. Fits models:
Craig Taylor Equipment is an agricultural and construction equipment dealership with different
locations in Alaska. I finally had them replace the fuel pump at my request and frustration. This
was to no avail because it happened again soon after. Aliner skylight replacement. Shape of
xef4. Hp envy x overheating Click the location below for hours, map and contact info. Available
to John Deere ComfortGard cab tractors are some of the most comfortable, quiet, and
easy-to-use cab tractors available anywhere. This premium solution was developed using
extensive customer research and validation tools, and some of the most advanced design
techniques available. If oil other than Torq-Gard Supreme is used If there is good spark between
the adaptor and the spark plug terminal, the problem is in the fuel-air system. If gas tank is full,
check shut-off valve under I related my troubles and trials to a guy behind the counter, he had
the name Todd on his shirt. He said that the Hydrostatics had been known to have a bit of
trouble with the fuel shutoff solenoid. Guaranteed irish facebook terminal chmod recursive,
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after the files in the directory. Waterloo large tractor specific. Factory code. Use of E-Diesel fuel
in any John Deere machine may void the machine warranty. Prices and models may vary by
dealer. Because the fuel pump is the component responsible for supplying the engine with the
fuel required for it to run, any issues with it can cause major drivability and performance
problems. Usually, a bad or failing fuel pump will produce one or more of the following 8
symptoms that alert the driver of a potential issue. We have actually accumulated many images,
with any luck this picture is useful for you, as well as aid you in finding the solution you are
looking for. It starts up again. Mechanic's Assistant: Are you fixing this yourself? What have
you tried so far? I am fixing it myself. John deere E just clicks when trying to start, clicking
noise coming John Deere C lawn tractor. Worked fine, then 5 min later, it won't start. No click,
no headlamps. Battery tests fine. I'm guessing seat safety switch or starter solenoid? Other
ideas I can check? Sit in the seat put it in neutral turn the key to the right and it will click.
Contact Chadd at AgPro St. Clairsville for more info see business card in photos for contact
info Some territory restrictions apply. John Deere. The image may differ from the actual one.
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toys, hats, shirts, and accessories. John Deere L Fuel Problem. It runs fine for 15 to 30 minutes
after being started then shuts down and cannot be restarted for 5 to 10 minutes. Re: Deere e
won't start, just a click, but not the good click. If you remove the shutoff solenoid then that puts
the injector pump in the open position run position and should start as long as its getting fuel.
Notice: Every attempt is made to ensure the data listed is accurate. EN TMP. The max flow
solenoid is open-circuited. For JSW machines, this error can only be detected when the. Dash
board panel with fuel gauge opening , , Repl. CH Model This specific image Wiring Diagrams :
John Deere Accessories John Deere E Farmall previously mentioned is actually classed
together with: put up by wiringforums from September, 11 To see many graphics with Farmall
Super C Tractor Wiring Diagram graphics gallery remember to abide by this specific web page
link. Bobcat case cummins deutz doosan ford hidromek hitachi hyundai isuzu jcb john deere
komatsu kubota new holland perkins terex volvo woodward yanmar. This new solenoid is an
easy fit and so far has solved the problems of fuel cut off. Price is pretty steep for what it is.

Easy to replace the faulty solenoid with this one. Alternatively there are videos on youtube that
show how to modify the faulty solenoid so that your mower will still run. Regular Maintenance
should be performed on the E every 50 hours and should include Spark Plug, Air Filter, Oil
Filter, and to sharpen or replace mower blades. Log in or Sign up. Heavy Equipment Forums.
Thank you for visiting HeavyEquipmentForums. Our objective is to provide industry
professionals a place to gather to exchange questions, answers and ideas. We welcome you to
register using the "Register" icon at the top of the page. We'd appreciate any help you can offer
in spreading the word of our new site. The more members that join, the bigger resource for all to
enjoy. Thank you! Thank you for joining Heavy Equipment Forums! If you are new to forums we
communicate with "Threads", please search our threads to see if your topic may have already
been answered and if not then click "Post New Thread" in the appropriate forum. This will allow
all of our members to see your question and give you the best chance to be answered. After
you've made a number of posts you will graduate to Full Member status where you'll see a few
more privileges. Following these guidelines will help make this the best resource for heavy
equipment on the net. Thanks for joining us and I hope you enjoy your stay!! Welcome to
HeavyEquipmentForums. Joined: May 11, Messages: 13 Location: afghanistan. And also how
can you erase the fault codes without having the electronic diagnosis tool? And is there anyway
to override the engine protection system? My initial attack would be to check for a blown fuse
then faulty key switch. First the C should be a 24 volt system. You don't have the batteries wired
right. They should be wired in series. First battery, Negative to ground, positive from that
battery to negative of the other battery, positive of second battery to starter. The machine will
probably crank and could start but the ECM will not work right with only 12 volts. RKO , Jul 17,
Joined: Dec 3, Messages: 1, Location: Carbondale,co. Colorado Digger , Jul 17, So what is
causing the lack of voltage is it the ecm?? Is there a way to override the engine protection
system or reset the ecm without the diagnostic equipment? Joined: May 29, Messages:
Location: indiana. Have you got 3 wires to the solenoid? RKO , Jul 18, Joined: Mar 27,
Messages: Location: upper canuckistan. Does it have a Stanadyne pump or a bosch? Joined:
Aug 16, Messages: 3 Location: humnoke ar. Joined: Feb 12, Messages: 1, Location: central
texas. Now I'm having the same problem as the original poster. I don't have any codes being
thrown. If I unplug the solenoid and spin over the engine, it will throw a serv code but I can't tell
what it is because the up and down arrow key doesn't work on the fault code gauge. However,
the code goes away when I plug it back in and spin it over. This is a Stanadyne DE10 rotary
pump on a H engine. I just rebuilt the engine and had the injector pump and injectors rebuilt. It
has 97 hours on it now. I just happened to be watching and listening to the machine as it was
loading a truck when it suddenly started blowing a steady stream of black smoke. I ran down to
have the operator kill it and started checking it out. I've been in contact with the pump shop.
They thought it was airlocked after I found some bad seals on the low pressure fuel lines as it
will not do any more than spit some aerated fuel at the injectors. Does not try to fire. It was easy
to turn with the flywheel when I had the engine out of the machine, but I can't find anywhere to
slowly turn it now that it's back in. I know how to bleed the system, so I'm confident that's not it.
I checked all sensor connections crank, fuel temp, fuel solenoid, manifold, oil pressure, water
temp, water level, etc. I am getting between volts to the fuel solenoid as I spin it over. It seems
that the solenoid is bad. The best I can tell from the manual and the pump shop is that it does
not receive 12 volts at the solenoid, something less. The pump shaft and gear are turning as I
verified that already. Can I change the solenoid without removing the pump? Again, no codes
that I see. If it throws a code, doesn't the warning light come on the instrument panel and show
the code on the fault gauge by the ECU in the battery compartment? Of course I'll get the pump
repair shop involved in it so the warranty will remain, but wanted to know whether I was going
in the right direction or if I need to go farther in checking to make sure it's not the machine
sensors causing the no fueling situation. Last edited: Apr 5, SOL, gotta pull the pump to change
the fuel solenoid. I took it back to the pump shop. Told one of the guys I thought the solenoid
was bad I hope they help you make it right d9gdon. We have a C LC in our rental fleet, it's been
a helluva good machine, no complaints about the overall machine myself. I wanted to update
this in case somebody else runs into this. The problem turned out to be 1 injector tip was half
blown off. The pump shop said probably water stopping up the tip. Could have been trash. I
sent the pump back to the pump shop and they sent it back saying everything checked out. I
reinstalled it and it did pump more to the injectors but still wouldn't start. I finally got it started
on starting fluid and it was smoking like hell. I cracked the injectors and found a dead miss on
1. We the pump shop and I put two and two together to decide that engine compression was
pumping back into the injector pump and aerating the fuel which is why it wouldn't pump hardly
anything to the injectors. This would have been simpler with an inline injection pump that
would've started easily and just missed on one cylinder. This is also why it didn't throw any

codes. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Your name or email
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Jump to page: Results 1 to 10 of My tractor wouldn't start so I pulled the solenoid and it would
not retract to let the fuel flow. I was getting power to the solenoid, so I assumed it was bad. I
purchased another one and it wound not retract either. I tried it again with another solenoid and
all three acted the same. They would not retract on their own, but if you pushed in the plunger
with your finger, it would hold the plunger in. When you turn the key off, it would release; but
when you turned the key on, it would only hold the plunger in if you push it in manually. There
are three wires coming to this solenoid. One is positive and the other two are negative. They all
show 12volts of power. The only think I can think of right now is for some reason I'm not getting
enough amps to it. The battery turns the starter over just fine, so perhaps it's a loose
connection somewhere. Has anyone ever had this problem? Or, do you have any suggestions
on what might be causing this problem? Thank you for any input you have, Mike. Reply With
Quote. Re: Strange problem with fuel solenoid I'd have to see the wiring diagram. My new
Holland just has one wire and grounds on the tractor. I'd bet yours is controlled by a computer?
If it is it's probably not grounding correctly. I've had lots of problems with circuit grounds on all
kinds of stuff. I usually just locate the correct wire and ground it. I'd have to see the schematic
but, the third wire might be a signal to another component or back to the computer. My trouble
shooting sequence would be to run a wire from the battery to the plus terminal on the solenoid
and the ground terminal to the frame and see if it will hold in. Re: Strange problem with fuel
solenoid Many of the solenoids have 3 wires. Ground,pull and hold. When you turn the key
higher current pull line is energized and moves the solenoid coil, when the key is released to
run pull de energizes and the lower current hold wire keeps the solenoid in position. Re:
Strange problem with fuel solenoid. Originally Posted by doneill Many of the solenoids have 3
wires. Re: Strange problem with fuel solenoid Not saying this is the problem, but I would try and
disconnect the cold start advance temp sensor. Also do your test with a test light. I worked on a
awhile back and the circuit showed 12volts with a meter, but when I put a test light on it, I got
nothing. The problem turned out to be a bad connection. Do not if the and the have the same
starting system, but I have included a diagram. Attached Thumbnails. If your talking about a
Stanadyne inj. IF this is another machine we're diagnosing, please give the mdl.. Re: Strange
problem with fuel solenoid It may be a thermistor in the solenoid opening circuit. Uses more
power to open than to hold. My reference is a JD series tractor. Three wire solenoid. Livin in a.
Worn out skin bag filled with rattlin bones. Originally Posted by JD Not saying this is the
problem, but I would try and disconnect the cold start advance temp sensor. Re: Strange
problem with fuel solenoid I wanted to thank you for your help. I've been tracking the wires back
into the system and cleaning the connections, but no luck yet. Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last Jump to
page:. Replies: 6 Last Post: , PM. Replies: 3 Last Post: , PM. Replies: 18 Last Post: , PM. Fuel cut
off solenoid problem? Replies: 1 Last Post: , PM. Replies: 1 Last Post: , AM. All times are GMT
The time now is PM. Other trademarks on this page are the property of their respective owners.
So another 4 months have gone by! Winter has dumped snow on a regular basis, three inches
here, 8 inches there. It is getting tiresome shoveling snow out of a foot drive way. Oh Yeah! By
hand. Seems the tractor suddenly decided to take February off! After much wailing and
gnashing of teeth I have finally determined that the fuel shutoff solenoid sticks when it is very
cold. Sure, it runs fine when it is above freezing. As soon as it snows, no go. After the usual fuel
filter and air filter replacement, fuel additive addition, fuse and relay checks, no change. I
checked that the correct hold and start voltages were being sent to the solenoid. I did notice
that the PTO switch would freeze and would not move. Changed the PTO switch part of the
interlock system. Nope, still no go. I related my troubles and trials to a guy behind the counter,
he had the name Todd on his shirt. He said that the Hydrostatics had been known to have a bit
of trouble with the fuel shutoff solenoid. He suggested that I try to start the tractor and if it
would not start to then use a hair dryer to warm the solenoid up until it was just warm to the
touch. Ta Da! It started right up! Seems the solenoid is sticking when it gets below freezing and
prevents the shutoff from releasing. No release, no fuel. So it looks like I get to replace the fuel
shutoff solenoid. In 5 years of abuse this is the first instance of trouble except dead battery
encountered. You should probably alert your neighbors to this fact. I have 2 John Deere and
they are both pieces of junk. Plastic Crap. They both have issues starting hot or cold. My Ford is
more reliable than piece of crap that John Deere makes. Thank you for the tip on the selenoid.
Hi, I have a and its a great machine. The problem is a thermistor located behind the fuse panel.
Basically, the thermistor is screwed and there is a TSB for itâ€¦ no more problems! I am
considering buying a John Deere with hrs. I noticed a very slite leak out of a breather hole in the

bell housing and the clutch is hard to push in. Other than that the tractor looks great. Anybody
have a recommendation or idea on these issues? How did you get on with the solenoid?
Anyway, interesting post, have given it a Digg. I think I might have the same problem. When I
take solenoid off and turn key the solenoid rod will pull in and go right back out. I can push rod
in with my finger and it will start working again. What the heck. Was the thermistor hard to
replace? Thanks Dan. I have had a similar issue where the solenoid will not pull back, I found on
mine that oil is getting into the nose cone of the solenoid keeping the plunger from retracting. I
have a and I have two fuel shutoffs. When it will not start I put the other one in. Spray the first
one with brake clean work the plunger hang upside down until the next one is full. And repeat.
Here is what I did to fix my fuel shutoff. Took the solenoid off, drilled a hole in the back of it,
then drilled a hole in the piston inside the solenoid. Then I JB Weld a allen wrench in the piston,
a L shaped allen wrench, had a extra one in my tool box. I drilled a hole in the dash, and
installed the cable, hooked the other end to the allen wrench. Guys, the problem is not the
solenoid, its the Thermistor located behind the fuse panel. It can be very intermittent or happen
alot. The Thermistor controls the voltage to the solenoid. When working correctly, the
thermistor sends full voltage to the solenoid which allows it to open. So, if the thermistor has
failed totally there will be a no start. If its kind of working then the solenoid might pull back.
When its cold that bit of friction from oil may be enough to hold it with low voltage. I am curious
to find out what blog system you are using? Do you have any solutions? Skip to content So
another 4 months have gone by! Previous Previous post: Neuschwanstein. Next Next post:
Update! Forums New posts Search forums. Media New media New comments Search media.
Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles
only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. How has the weather been
in your neck of the woods? Please Click here to take our Winter Weather Survey, we would
appreciate it. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. Can I do away with fuel solenoid? Thread starter emtigene Start
date Jun 19, Location Goltry, Ok. Engine will not run, installed new plugs and new fuel pump.
With talking to mechanic and online research I am thinking the solenoid is not working. With a
price tag of around I would greatly appreciate any help you could give me. BleedingGreen
LawnSite Member. Location SE MI. You should hear a click when you turn the key to the run
position don't crank just run position from the fuel solenoid. This click is the fuel solenoid
opening. You can also bench test this with 12 volts. I've even used a 9 volt battery. When the
fuel solenoid sees power the plunger retracts allowing the fuel to flow. It might not be a bad idea
to take it out anyway to see if there is debris blocking it too. Posted via Mobile Device. Oh and
to answer your question, in theory yes you could bypass the fuel solenoid. Either remove the
plunger from the fuel solenoid or if you had a safe way to block the opening where the fuel
solenoid would be if you removed it not recommended. All the fuel solenoid does is prevent fuel
from flowing while shutting the engine down to prevent backfiring while the engine is still
turning but the ignition is off since the created vacuum is pulling fuel. Last edited: Jun 19,
Location Cape Charles, VA. BleedingGreen said:. Location Fowlerville MI. I dont see many go
bad but I do find a lot of them stuck. Dboyd typically no. You would think it does due to it's
name and purpose but typically the main jet also has other ways slots, holes, etc. Even faulty
fuel shutoffs. BigFish LawnSite Fanatic. Location chesapeake, va. I recently had all
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the fuel drain from the gas tank into the crankcase on a motorcycle because the needle valve
controlling flow into the float bowl got stuck open. Seems like the solenoid would have
prevented this - No? Either way, it isn't something you need unless you have a float bowl carb
and your needle valve fails. Thanks guys. It will be this evening before I can try that. It makes
sense that a small amount of fuel is still getting thru when setting as after it sets awhile it will
start and run for about seconds. I will let ya'll know if that is what the problem is. So I took off
the solenoid and held my finger over the hole while my son started the engine not
recommended. It fired up immediately and run fine. We cut the plunger off and reinstalled
solenoid, mower is running like new. Thanks again for the replies to my questions. Good glad to
hear it. Curious to know if it actually failed, debris, electrical problem, etc though. Glad it's
running again! You must log in or register to reply here.

